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26th CityNet Japan Forum: Virtual Training of First Responders

Cherry blossoms begin to bloom in Yokohama. The quasi-emergency measures have
been lifted, but viewing parties remain less common compared to previous years.

26th CITYNET JAPAN FORUM: Virtual training of first responders
On March 17, 2022, the CityNet Yokohama Project Office hosted the 26th CityNet Japan Forum, which
welcomed speakers and over 100 guests from the Makati Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
(DRRM) Office in Makati, the Philippines, the Yokohama Fire Bureau, and viewers from around the
world. Held online due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the forum highlighted techniques and best
practices related to first response, firefighting, and teamwork, and enabled discussions on how to
further enhance training programs.

Yokohama Fire Bureau personnel offer their perspectives on
first responder training.

Mr. Nobuyuki Onozaki, head of the CityNet
Yokohama Project Office, opened the forum by
welcoming the participants from Makati, including
Mayor Ms. Abigail Binay, the officials from the
Yokohama Fire Bureau and International Affairs
Bureau, and the guests from CityNet member cities
and everyone else watching online. He remarked that this
kind of event is made possible thanks to the excellent
relations and knowledge sharing over the years between
Yokohama and Makati, who face similar dangers from
natural disasters. The importance of disaster prepared1 |March 2022

ness and technical cooperation has grown as the scope and impact of disasters, including COVID-19, has been
seen steadily growing. He shared his hopes that CYO will continue to play a part in cooperative projects to
enhance capacity building.
Representing the City of Yokohama, Mr. Sato, Director from the Development Cooperation Department of
the International Affairs Bureau, reflected on the history of personnel training programs between Yokohama
and Makati and shared the city’s hope to continue exchange to help develop resilient cities in the Asia Pacific
region with other CityNet members. Mr. Nattori, the Director of the Fire Training Center in the Yokohama
City Fire Department, reinforced the need to develop robust and resilient techniques against disasters and
expressed his excitement to sharing and reacting to the results from each side.

Makati DRRM video of training exercise: communicating directives
to squad members before forced entry and rescue operations.

Makati DRRM video of training exercise: firefighters transfer
rescued victim to medical team on standby.

Following the introductory remarks, Makati DRRM shared a video their city produced to showcase a Makati
Search and Rescue training program exercise. In the video, firefighters demonstrate teamwork in coordinating
with tools and good communication to rescue a civilian inside a building on fire with low visibility due to
smoke, as well as a firefighter who called for assistance via an alarm on their equipment. They evacuate the
victims and transfer to a medical team on standby for extraction and treatment.
Yokohama Fire Bureau personnel shared their reactions to the video. The quality of the video and serious
approach from the trainers and trainees were lauded and stressed the importance of realistic disaster training.
They pointed out some areas where improvements could be made to ensure safety and readiness, such as
team functions, specific equipment use, and other minor points. They also noted that training practices must
be somewhat creative during COVID restrictions and hoped to continue this exchange on a regular basis.

Yokohama Fire Training Center training video: firefighters
demonstrate strict hose control with a simultaneous spray.

Yokohama Fire Training Center training video: firefighters prepare
to enter a building and conduct rescue operations.

The Yokohama Fire Bureau then shared a video of trainees firefighting and rescuing two civilians. The video
highlighted how water supply is established, hoses are deployed, and safety is prioritized during forced
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entry. The Fire Bureau provided additional commentary explaining certain techniques, such as following the
right-hand wall, cooling the area above for entry, and using the hose flow to remove potential obstacles. Mr.
Andrew Reyes from Makati DRRM commented that operations were very synchronized and observed how
they had safely operated the equipment.

Yokohama Fire Training Center personnel demonstrate techniques to deploy hoses in narrow spaces and effective victim extraction methods.

Next, training personnel from YFB demonstrated techniques used by firefighters in Yokohama. First, they
showed how to deploy and furl hoses in a variety of situations, noting that often there are tight quarters to
navigate in urban settings. They then demonstrated how teams might extract victims by locking their arms
under the victim’s or by pulling them with one arm across their chest. Taking advantage of the live
broadcast, several questions raised by the audience were answered directly by the Yokohama Fire Bureau
about the demonstrated rescue techniques.
Makati’s Hon. Mayor Mar-Len Abigail Binay addressed
the forum in a video message to express gratitude
towards YFB for its assistance and constructive feedback
in helping raise Makati’s DRRM practices and strategies
to international standards, as well as reaffirm the
positive outcomes from its CityNet membership. The
forum was closed with a reflection on the timeliness of
disaster preparedness, as a large earthquake had shaken
Japan the night before, and with a call to continue
efforts to share knowledge via the Disaster Cluster
platform to constantly improve DRRM skills.

Hon. Mar-Len Abigail Binay, Mayor of Makati gives closing
remarks at the 26th CityNet Japan Forum.
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